Geometric Hexx gives you a wide range of vibrant and monochrome colourways enabling you to create a complex or coordinated geometric design. Great choice for creating feature area's and playful design schemes.
GEOMETRIC HEXX

When looking at design and architecture, it’s always reflected with some form of geometric shapes and pattern. We wanted to bring you a collection of colourways that looks monochrome from afar whilst giving that geometric impact and the purity of shape and detail when within close range.

- **Heavy Wear** - Geometric Hexx has a 10 year commercial wear guarantee and is 550gr/m² which is designed to give excellent functionality in heavy wear areas
- **Design & Appearance** - With a colour palette of 8 carefully selected shades and more available as non-stock, create your visually impactful design with endless hexagonal pattern options.

**TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION**

- **Construction**: Level Loop
- **Pile Fibre**: PA 6.0 Invista Antron
- **Machine Gauge**: 5/64 gauge
- **Tufts/m2**: 198,400
- **Pile Weight**: 550g/m²
- **Pile Height**: 3.0 - 3.5mm
- **Total Thickness**: 5.3mm
- **Tile Size**: 500 X 435mm
- **Total Weight**: 4850g/m²
- **Secondary Back**: P-bac
- **Impact Sound Reduction**: ≥24dB
- **Use Classification**: 33
- **Flammability**: Bfl-s1
- **No of tiles per box**: 20
- **Area of Use**: Commercial Heavy Duty
- **Dimension Stability**: Less than 0.2% variation
- **Colour Fastness**: 10 year warranty
- **Anti Static**: Lifetime protection ≤2.0KV

General

Recommended maintenance: Best results are obtained when cleaned with a dry shampoo method.

Pile direction: Directional arrows are printed on the back of each tile, can be laid Monolithic or Non-Directional for best effect.

Laying instructions: RUUTU flooring products are to be installed in full accordance with recommended installation instructions. It is advisable to install using tackifier or spray adhesive.

RUUTU reserves the right to amend this specification without giving prior notice. For the latest version of the technical specifications email team@ruutu.co.uk.

Please email team@ruutu.co.uk for further product details or sample requests.